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i have a page which after some render, shows some html. this html have a lot of external links. right
now i have some regular django template with urls.py. i will copy the html and put it in a template
and i will render this. but i don't want the html exactly as i render it (i will just render a section of
html and one of the links should be changed) i tried to do something like this wowza but it didn't
work A: There are many ways to achieve this result, here are three. Pass additional data to the view
that is being rendered. Here, additional data would be just the html text to be rendered in the view
(and not another html template). See this documentation to learn how to process data from the
context in the view. Render the extra html content to a context variable, and then render it in your
original template using this context variable. Create your own template tag that does what you want,
and make this a tag in your template instead of the a href tag that you want to change. If you are
unfamiliar with this, I strongly advise you to read the documentation for custom template tags first,
here. Also, see the official answer to this question for more ideas. I would personally recommend the
third approach, as it is the most flexible, and would work the same regardless of what view is being
rendered. Kinetics of mitochondrial oxidative phosphorylation in isolated, perfused rat liver. To
study mitochondrial oxidative phosphorylation in perfused liver, the carbon
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